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Message from the President

Welcome to Oklahoma State University!
By choosing OSU, you have made the right decision in selecting one of the nation’s top-tier research institutions and a leader in higher education. We are proud of our mission as a modern land-grant university and are committed to access, teaching, research and outreach. OSU provides a creative, innovative and collaborative learning environment, preparing our students to use their knowledge and hands-on experience to make a life for themselves and a difference in the world.

OSU has more than 500 undergraduate and graduate degree programs, options and certificates, as well as professional degree programs in medicine and veterinary medicine. OSU provides outstanding choice and value at a comprehensive research university.

The depth and breadth of degree programs, options and certificates tells only part of the rich tradition and student-focused philosophy of Oklahoma State. At OSU, we want you to succeed in an inclusive, positive environment rich with opportunity and support along the way if you need it.

We are glad you are here at Oklahoma State University. Remember, anything is possible. Let the journey begin!

Dr. Kayse Shrum
President
Oklahoma State University